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Drawing pictures using AI degrades the values of conventional works. 

 

There are pros and cons to this hot and complex issue. However, I disagree drawing pictures 

using AI technology downgrades the values of conventional works for the following three 

reasons. 

 

First, art works by skilled humans are definitely superior to ones by AI although the technology 

has been developing rapidly. Art specialists make strenuous efforts to create their works for a 

long period of time. Some eminent artists learn how to draw at art schools. They also examine 

numerous works drawn by prestigious artists at several museums. Consequently, advanced 

technology cannot outweigh human’s longstanding experience and efforts. 

 

Second, individuals are wise enough to distinguish magnificent traditional works and ones 

created by the state-of-the art technology. For example, customers eager to purchase genuine 

pictures by notable artists believe these arts are worth spending a substantial amount of money 

on because the works are originals. In contrast, it is possible to obtain a lot of the same types 

of arts using AI. Depending on people’s values, it is acceptable for each of them to choose 

their favorite ones. 

 

Finally, drawings using the cutting-edge technology play a significant role in increasing the 

values of conventional ones. 

For instance, a Japanese manga drawn by a late creator has attracted a lot of fans since the 

new issue done by AI was released in November 2023. The AI version contributes to increased 

profits by making back numbers relevant. 

 

In conclusion, for the above three reasons, I believe traditional art works cannot be fade out 

due to AI’s advent. (253 words) 

The opposite supporting ideas :  

1. For example, an AI-generated image of a person might have incorrect anatomy (three 

fingers, 11 fingers) 

2. It can take a lot of time to generate an appropriate image. 

3. Sometimes AI will misunderstand a prompt and give you an incorrect image or an image 

in the wrong style. 

4. Images aren't continuous. This means AI art can only be used for once-off media 

(advertising). If you want to create a comic or use the character continuously for different 

media, the AI won't reproduce the character perfectly. 
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5. AI images are very generic. AI cannot create a unique style of art and can only copy other 

art styles. 


